
Create streamlined intelligence from data chaos while scaling your eDiscovery workflow across language barriers. 
Securely translate and sort through thousands of documents at light speed with SYSTRAN’s leading edge neural 
machine translation software. SYSTRAN integrates with the best digital forensics and legal compliance platforms, 
making your eDiscovery process a breeze, finding the seemingly untraceable evidence you need to secure the 
right verdict. 

  y Fully compliant translation software for legal documents  

  y Works with PDF, .DOCX, .PPTX, and many more file formats  

  y Amazing results out of the box, plus AI that improves output over time  

  y Industry-specific translation models ideal for in-house legal teams

Creating Order from Chaos - Close the Case 
Faster with SYSTRAN eDiscovery

Translate Thousands of Words in One Click

From patent documents to legal briefs, emails to chat transcripts, business contracts to deposition transcripts—
translate any text in more than 55 languages within your digital forensics review platform. Keep protected information 
secure on owned-by-you servers while supercharging your eDiscovery time frame. Save thousands of hours and 
focus on what you do best: crafting your argument, not sifting through digital documents.

SYSTRAN Takes the Case: Automate Fact     
Finding and Expose Critical Data Immediately



 x Speed: translate 100s of pages in seconds, not days and find key 
pieces of evidence in record time  

 x Security:  avoid illegal and contract-breaching data misuse – or 
identify it and stop it in its tracks Customization:

 x Customization:  purpose-built features for your entire 
organization’s translation needs, legal and beyond 

 x Compliance: ensure your team works only in approved programs 
and stays within the legal limits  

 x Accuracy: trust every translation output to back up your 
arguments 

 x Affordability: reduce and consolidate your annual translation 
costs while minimizing evidence review hours to keep your team 
lean and mean.

SYSTRAN North America: 1615 Murray Canyon Road Suite 560, San Diego, CA 92108
Contact: alejandro.diaz@systrangroup.com

Why NMT For Legal Translations? 

About SYSTRAN
Since 1968, SYSTRAN has been an industry leader in machine translation solutions. We leverage AI and deep learning 

to help streamline and automate translation. We’re committed to providing the best translation solutions and full data 

privacy paired with responsible technology. 

Language translation services are expensive and run 
at a snail’s pace - only machine translation solutions 
can scale at the volume and speed required by global 
law firms and in-house legal teams. Plus, AI-powered 
translation servers continuously learn with use, building 
vocabulary sets for even the most technical industries. 
Only SYSTRAN has spent more than 50 years developing 
industry leading NMT, and leading law firms have 
already begun to unleash its power in their favor. 

“The biggest return on investment comes from the cost savings for clients by being able to 
translate documents as the case goes and evolves – it means they don’t have to have 

a ready-made pool of people that have familiarity with a language that they can call on 
immediately. It means the group of people that need to review a case is much smaller. So, less 

reviewer hours makes for a lower cost case which makes for happy clients.”   


